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TRANSFORM CONSULTING
Whilst digital transformation has become somewhat of a buzz word in recent years
it remains a high priority strategy for many organisations. For many managers the
journey of digital transformation is seen as a daunting task particularly as it impacts
and involves an organisation wide approach.

Over a number of years, Fifth Ocean has built
significant expertise and know-how in the area
of digital transformation through our technology
platform, our people resource and our unique
approach.
Transform Consulting offers both business
enterprises and government agencies a flexible and
comprehensive resource to identify transformation
opportunities and transitioning plans to achieve
results on budget and on time.
We will work with you and your team to
successfully plan, implement and optimise your
digital platform, transforming the customer
experience, reducing workflow costs and avoid any
pitfalls along the way.

TransForm Consulting grew out of 10 year long journey
of assisting enterprises in implementing their digital
transformation strategies. Whatever level of engagement
you require we offer expert hands-on resourcing to
ensure maximum value delivery from analysis through to
a successful deployment.
Our specialists will share a rich resource of insights from
similar deployments and successful case studies, its all
part of our service.
Some of the areas we resource and support clients
includes:
• Strategy analysis
• Digital Transformation architecture blue-printing
• Implementation planning milestones, impacts and
rollout
• Business process requirements: discovery, design,
improvement

Fifth Ocean Technologies is dedicated to navigating business
enterprises and government agengies in their journey of
digital tranformation.

• User/Systems interaction mapping
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• End-to-end delivery
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• Digital Transformation team composition and training
• Ongoing support.

ABOUT FIFTH OCEAN TECHNOLOGY
The focus and adoption of digital transformational
over the last few years has led to many business and
government enterprises achieving unprecedented
opportunities to improve performance, stockholder
engagement and cost reduction.
Fifth Ocean Technologies has been at the forefront of
the digital transformation revolution for the last decade.
Our innovative technology ecosystem and approach
have allowed us to empower business and government
organisations on their unique transformational journey.

INTRODUCING THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION ECOSYSTEM
Fifth Ocean Technology offers a fully integrated end-to-end resource to clients from initial identification of solutions
to strategy, delivery and ongoing implementation. The ecosystem approach is a powerful and adaptive technology
environment integrating application development tools, cloud-based implementation platform and a range of
comprehensive support programs.
Traditionally business has impacted on new technologies. Now the equation has reversed with new technologies
creating new opportunities to transform business and their operating models like we have not seen previously, to
improve product and service delivery, conversion rates, staff morale, cultural change, cost reduction and more efficient
interactions.
At the core of Fifth Ocean Technologies is an ability to drive digital transformation across an enterprise. While digital
transformation means different things to different people, transforming interactions between people and systems into
digital transactions is our core business.

